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Resumo 

Este projecto pretende especificar e desenvolver uma arquitecura inovadora para um serviço 

flexível que permita fazer a gestão de pedidos de clientes colaborativos heterogéneos (no sentido em 

que se podem utilizar diferentes sistemas de colaboração baseados em videoconferência, 

teleconferencia ou webconferencing) e a interligação com o sistema InDiCo. O sistema InDiCo consiste 

numa aplicação desenvolvida sob a licença GNU GPL (General Public License) que oferece 

funcionalidades de gestão de eventos tais como agenda ou repositório e arquivo de dados associados a 

conferências e videoconferências.  

Pretende-se que o serviço a desenvolver possa ser acedido de uma forma universal, atendendo 

pedidos de utilizadores heterogéneos. O sistema deverá ocupar-se das ligações necessárias e de 

estabelecer a ponte com os eventos geridos através do sistema InDiCo. 

Desta forma, o serviço a especificar e desenvolver pode ser visto como um módulo adicional ou 

plug-in do sistema InDiCo devendo permitir tornar transparente para o utilizador toda a complexidade 

de iniciar uma videoconferência, conferência telefónica, conferência mista de video sobre IP + 

telefone, etc. O serviço apresenta a ainda vantagem de se poder adicionar ou remover funcionalidade 

sem se alterar a sua arquitectura base. 

Este serviço está a ser implementado adoptando uma abordagem de Serviços Web, que oferece a 

possibilidade de efectuar de um conjunto de operações e trocar mensagens usando APIs de sistema (por 

exemplo, baseadas no protocolo XML-RPC). No ambito do projecto, a prioridade foi dada ao design e 

especificação da arquitectura. Um prototipo foi implementado que reflecte um dos casos de uso. 

Tendo em conta que o design do módulo foi já formalizado, espera-se que os restantes caso de uso 

possam ser implementados rapidamente. 

Numa fase posterior, pretendeu-se efectuar uma análise sumaria de possiveis funcionalidades 3G 

adicionais a implementar com o intuito de suportar a troca de mensagens transportando características 

e capacidades do terminal e mesmo preferências do utilizador (informação de contexto) para que o 

serviço gestor possa tomar decisões quanto à necessidade de adaptar o conteúdo a ser transferido 

(audio, vídeo e gráficos) nomeadamente para dispositivos 3G. Esta abordagem permitiria, por exemplo, 
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que utilizadores usando diferentes dispositivos para além do tradicional sistema de videoconferência 

instalado numa sala ou o tradicional telefone (um dispositivo movél 3G com camara incorporada) 

possam também juntar-se à videoconferência, sendo-lhes enviada uma versão de mais baixa resolução 

vídeo. Foi efectuada uma pequena introdução a esta análise no ambito deste projecto. 
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Abstract 

This project intends to specify a new architecture for a flexible service that allows the 

management of connections of heterogeneous collaborative services (traditional videoconferencing, 

phone conferencing or Web conferencing) as a module integrated in InDiCo system. InDiCo stands for 

INtegrated DIgital CoOnference and it was developed under the GNU GPL license. It basically consists in 

a conference management tool that allows scheduling events, from simple talks to complex 

conferences with many sessions and contributions.  

This innovative module is aimed to be included in InDICo as a plug-in. It will allow to exponential 

reduce and hide the complexity for a common user to initiate a videoconference, phone conference or 

mixed conference (videoconferencing over IP + telephone), etc. 

The service to be specified relies on a universal architecture intended to allow the management of 

connections of heterogeneous users and endpoints (traditional videoconferencing over IP endpoints, 

traditional telephone terminals, etc.), where adding or removing functionality will not change the 

module architecture. The implementation of the service is following a Web Services approach, allowing 

implementing a set of operations by exchanging messages using system APIs (for example, based on the 

XML-RPC protocol). Attention has been given to the design and specification of the module. A 

prototype with one of the use cases has been implemented. The following ones are expected to be 

done more rapidly as the design was already formalized.  

In a later phase, there was also the intention to make an introductory analysis in order to add 

“intelligent” functionalities namely in what concerns 3G devices. These functionalities would allow not 

only terminal connection but also the transport of information related to the terminal capacities and 

user preferences. In this way, the module can take decisions about which kind of content should be 

negotiated and eventually sent (audio video and data). This would allow for example, a 3G mobile 

device to join the distributed meeting, receiving a video stream in agreement with the terminal 

capacities (lower video resolution). A short introductory approach is done in the scope of this project. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This document reports the accomplished and undergoing work at European Organization for Nuclear 

Research (CERN1) in the IT-UDS-AVC2 section (Audiovisual and Collaborative Services) in the scope of 

specifying and developing a ”Unified Communications module” for the InDiCo3 Web application. 

1.1 Goal 

The availability and the quantity of remote collaboration systems to the users is, nowadays, quite 

large. Systems based over different networks (being the Internet or traditional phone lines) have a 

concrete usage, even if in many cases its operation is not as easy as one would wish. The future 

direction seems to be to turn them as easy to use as a TV set or a traditional telephone but, it was 

found that there is still a lot of work to do in this domain. Remote dispersed working groups use 

different collaborative systems for a wide variety of reasons: travel cost, user practices, network 

availability, physical location requirements, etc. Some of these issues, in some cases turn even more 

difficult the operation to set up a working session between people remotely dispersed. 

The main objective of this project is to study approaches and provide a solution to the above 

mentioned problem, by unifying the remote communications operations under a single interface. To 

achieve this task, a novel modular architecture has been specified to be integrated in the CERN InDiCo 

Framework. This specification is being followed by an ongoing implementation. The system will provide 

in a first phase, the functionality to perform a universal management of connections of heterogeneous 

collaborative systems. The implementation of the complete functionality will allow to decrease the 

complexity of operations and to simplify end-user operations thus increasing the quality of the user 

experience.  

                                                 
1 http://www.cern.ch 
2 Http://www.cern.ch/it-multimedia 
3 http://indico.cern.ch 
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1.2 CERN 

The ongoing project is taking place at CERN. CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear 

Research, is one of the world‟s largest and most respected centres for scientific research. Its business 

is fundamental physics, finding out what the Universe is made of and how it works. At CERN, the 

world‟s largest and most complex scientific instruments are used to study the basic constituents of 

matter: the fundamental particles. By studying what happens when these particles collide, physicists 

learn about the laws of Nature. The instruments used at CERN are particle accelerators and detectors. 

Accelerators boost beams of particles to high energies before they are made to collide with each other 

or with stationary targets. Detectors observe and record the results of these collisions. Due to these 

challenges and others that have to be responded, CERN has also a very strong research activity in 

computing related areas such as the Grid Computing4.  

CERN was founded in 1954, and the Laboratory sits astride the Franco–Swiss border near Geneva. It 

was one of Europe‟s first joint ventures and now has 20 Member States. Portugal is a Member State 

since 1985. It involves more than 10000 scientists and engineers, where approximately 2600 employed 

directly by the Organization and roughly 8000 from 500 Universities from Europe and rest of the World.  

In Figure 1.2.1 one can see a map of the CERN complex. 

 

 

Figure 1.2.1 – CERN complex, in the Franco-Swiss border. 

                                                 
4 Grid Computing consists in a set of services for computational and storage tasks and activities 

supported by a pool of distributed computing resources. 
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The current main focus of scientists and engineers at CERN is the LHC5 experiment. The LHC is an 

accelerator which brings protons and ions into head-on collisions at higher energies than ever achieved 

before. This will allow scientists to penetrate still further into the structure of matter and recreate the 

conditions prevailing in the early universe, just after the "Big Bang". The LHC is built astride the 

Franco-Swiss border west of Geneva, at the foot of the Jura Mountains, in front of the Alps, installed in 

a tunnel 27 km in circumference, buried 100m underground. 

LHC will produce head-on collisions between two beams of particles travelling through a vacuum 

comparable to outer space. Each beam will consist of almost 3000 bunches of 100 billion particles 

each. At full power, each beam will be about as energetic as a car moving at 1600 km/h. 3000 km of 

wires and fibres will carry information at the rate of 3200 terabytes per year, equivalent to around 3 

billion books. 

LHC has for Particle Detectors (Experiments), ATLAS6, CMS7 Alice8 and LHCb9. In Figure 1.2.2 one 

can see the LHC tunnel with the four LCH Experiments. 

 

 

Figure 1.2.2 – LHC Experiments. 

                                                 
5 The LHC (Large Hadrons Collider) is the particle accelerator at CERN in the process of being finished 
6 ATLAS Experiment (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) is one of the 4 particle detectors being finalized for the LHC. 
7CMS stands for Compact Muon Solenoid. Like ATLAS, is one of the general purpose detectors for the LHC. 
8
ALICE Collaboration is building a dedicated heavy-ion detector to exploit the unique physics potential of 

nucleus-nucleus interactions at LHC energies. 
9
LHCb is an experiment set up to explore what happened after the Big Bang that allowed matter to survive and 

build the Universe we inhabit today. 
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In Figure 1.2.3 one can see the CMS Experiment.  

 

 

Figure 1.2.3 – CMS Detector. 

 

Each of the LHC Experiments represents an independent research community, within the Particle 

Physics Community.  These communities are highly mobile and dispersed around the world. For these 

reasons the usage of videoconference and collaborative tools in general is high among these 

communities in order to allow productive work.  Taking this into account CERN management created a 

IT service dedicated to this activities in 2007.  

 

 

Figure 1.2.4 – Tutorial given by the CERN VC service. 
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The main responsibilities of this service are the maintenance of the whole infrastructure and 

collaborative technologies used on site, the development and deployment of monitoring and 

automation tools for the service, the required user and operational support lines and, all the tasks for 

the research and development needed to improve and develop the operational activities. 

Since the last two years the activities of the service are increasing, as the LHC reaches is building 

phase termination. There are more than 60 endpoint terminals installed at CERN, where around 50% 

are directly managed by the CERN VC Service. There are more than 6000 Desktops managed by CERN IT 

Department that can become potential videoconferencing/collaborative clients. The majorities of the 

services used support video and are based on the IP network. There is still a small fraction based on 

still on PSTN and an emerging usage of VoIP products (Skype and others). 

 There is an average of 40 remote distributed meetings per day, with more than 80 connections 

from Europe, Americas and Asia. These numbers are expected to reach exponentially as soon as the 

LHC is in production.    

1.3 Current Operations 

The current user operation for videoconferencing systems and collaborative tools in the scientific 

community is not as easy as one would wish. In some cases, it can become a quite difficult task, 

namely in the LHC community operation scenario. The LHC community is largely distributed around the 

Globe and highly mobile between the original local Research Institutes, Universities and CERN. This 

distribution forces most of the collaborative work to be done remotely, in disperse locations, through 

different converged networks managed by different entities, using different communication endpoints 

with different local setups, etc. In Figure 1.3.1 a typical CERN large meeting is shown. 

 

 

Figure 1.3.1 - Example of a remote talk at CERN (ATLAS Experiment). 
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Due to all this diversity, the number and the kind of operations needed to be performed is 

relatively high; Example: let‟s imagine a collaboration working group part of a CERN Experiment, for 

instance for ATLAS in the Muon Detector Software. This working group has 10 different universities in 

the collaboration where 50% of the people are based at CERN as Users of the Lab and the other 50% is 

based in their local institutes (in Europe, Americas and Asia). This working group needs to hold 

meetings twice per week. It uses InDiCo system to set the agenda, make a repository of documents, 

presentations, etc. Since it is not possible for all the members to be based or travelling to CERN for 

constant and long periods, a remote collaborative system has to be used. First approach: all members 

to use the same collaboration system over IP (IP to reduce costs); several problems arise: no expertise 

in their local institutes to provide support; bandwidth availability still differs largely from EU or US and 

the rest of the world, the quality of local equipments varies from very good to very poor, etc. second 

approach: 60% of people will be able to use the VC system over IP and the remaining 40% will have to 

use a normal telephone line.  As the meetings to be hold will be always in a multipoint mode (more 

than two endpoints) with an average of 5, 10 people participating, a typical scenario will be that 

someone from the group, will have to book a physical room at CERN (where the core group is located), 

book a teleconference meeting, book a VC IP meeting, distribute the relevant data to connect to a 

given meeting among the group members and start every meeting at CERN or request assistance to the 

CERN VC service to start it... even if there is no technical problem a decent fraction of time has been 

lost only with the session setup. 

A second example: at some point two completely different working groups have to collaborate 

together remotely. Let‟s imagine the same ATLAS Muon Detector Software group that now needs to 

work with ATLAS Inner Detector Software Group. Even if in the same Experiment (ATLAS), the 

universities and countries that participate in each working group are rather different. Being different 

and both disperse, these two groups use the same tool for setting the agenda of production meetings, 

make the repository of documents, etc. This tool is InDiCo. In what concerns the collaborative systems 

the two groups have completely different philosophies: the first one uses mainly phone as the locations 

of the Universities and Group members are mainly in Europe and the cost of calls is not so high; the 

second one uses VC over IP or VoIP since some of the locations are in Asia and South America and costs 

of phone calls are rather significant. 

So in this case, to avoid changing the user normal procedures to collaborate, someone would have 

to book a physical room at CERN (where the core groups are located), book a teleconference meeting, 

book a VC IP meeting, distribute the relevant data to connect to a given meeting among the group 

members, ask CERN service to bridge the 2 systems, and start every meeting at CERN or request 

assistance to the CERN VC service to start it. 

As one can easily see, in both examples there are several operations needed to be done that 

quickly can become critical points of failure and give origin to significant delays and relevant fractions 
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of time lost that affect the core business of each working group (being pure physics research and not 

technology operational tasks or problems). 

This overall scenario and challenging problematic described above in these examples describes 

exactly the problem this project aims to address and solve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Chapter 2 

State of Art 

In this section, one intends to describe the current state of art not only in terms of systems and 

protocols but also in terms of current user and system operations. This state of art description aims to 

better indentify the problem to address and to justify the chosen approach (described later in the 

document). 

2.1 InDiCo Framework 

The InDiCo project was started in 2002 as a European collaboration between CERN, the University 

of Amsterdam (Netherlands), the International School for Advanced Studies of Trieste (Italy), the 

University of Udine (Italy) and the Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research. Two years 

later, this project was stopped but CERN has decided to continue to develop the part related to 

conference management. InDiCo stands for INtegrated DIgital Conference (Fig. 2.1.1 depicts the InDiCo 

logo).  

 

 

Figure 2.1.1- InDiCo Logo. 

 

InDiCo has been used for the first time at CHEP'0410 conference. It generally consists in a 

conference management tool that allows scheduling events (event oriented), from simple talks to 

complex conferences with several sessions and contributions. InDiCo main development platform is 

Python11. It runs on an Apache Web application server using the Python module (mod_python). It uses 

                                                 
10 CHEP stands for Computing in High Energy and Nuclear Physics. It‟s an International Conference 
11 http://www.python.org 
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an object oriented database implemented in Python, the Zope Object Database (ZODB) for storing 

conferences metadata. The submitted files and archives are directly stored on the server‟s file system. 

It uses XML and XSLT for timetable generation. The production version of InDiCo is currently running on 

a Linux platform, but it has been also tested in a Windows server. InDiCo is distributed under the GNU 

General Public License and is fully open source. 

InDiCo is an event oriented system. There are 3 types of events in InDiCo. These events vary on 

their level of complexity. They are described as follows: 

 

 Lectures: 

 

The lecture (showed in Fig. 2.1.2) is supposed to be a simple event basically with one speaker and 

an audience. In this kind of event, the organizer is allowed to set who is the speaker and to create a 

list of attendees. The speakers can upload material for their lecture e. g.  slides, other documents or 

the lecture video (if available). 

 

 

Figure 2.1.2 - Example of a Lecture event managed by InDiCo. 

 

 Meetings: 

 

In Figure 2.1.3 one can see an example of a meeting. A meeting is an event with several 

participants that can be also speakers, like for example a working group round table meeting. In this 

event the organizer can create a timetable, which can include sessions. Participants can also be added 

to the event. It is also possible to book a physical room for the meeting. Participants of a meeting are 

authorized to upload some material (documents or minutes about the oral intervention).  
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Figure 2.1.3 - Example of a Meeting Event managed by InDiCo. 

 

 Conferences: 

 

This is the most complex type of event. It is shown in Fig. 2.1.4. It is intended to be used when one 

has to (scientifically) organize a conference. This can include submission of contributions, session 

creation, complex timetables, webpage for the event and other related tasks. It also allows attendees 

to register and pay online. The scheduled speakers can submit their contributions and upload material 

about their talk. 

 

 

Figure 2.1.4 - Example of a Conference Event managed by InDiCo. 
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In InDiCo, users are also divided in types, meaning there are different roles in which the users are 

categorized. These roles define the level of rights in a given event.  

The following roles are defined: 

 

 Chairman: 

This is (as the name clearly indicates) the responsible for an event.  

The Chairman is the event creator and decides which users can become event managers. The 

Chairman defines all the event settings (time, place, etc.) and can enable other options like call for 

abstracts or online payment. 

 

 Manager: 

The manager is allowed to modify the settings of the event. The number of rights can vary 

depending on what the chairman decides. 

 

 Participant: 

A Participant is a user that attends to an event. 

2.2 InDiCo Features 

Since 2002, InDiCo is a very dynamic project where new features are constantly being developed 

and added in production. This is the case for instance of the multilingual interface and time zone 

awareness functionalities that are being added into production during the time this document was 

written. Some current features are listed below as follows: 

 

 Tree-like structure:  

As shown in Fig. 2.2.1, InDiCo events are always organized in categories: as an example, in a case 

like CERN one has categories like „Experiments‟, 'Projects', 'Departments‟, etc. This classification is 

also useful to give a picture of the institution organization. Each category can then contain either sub-

categories or events. 
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Figure 2.2.1 – CERN InDiCo Homepage displaying different categories. 

 

 Call for abstracts: 

The creator of an event can activate the call for abstracts. Speakers can then submit the abstract 

of their talk for the conference. 

 

 Material submission:  

Users can upload files (being multimedia, presentations, etc.) in the events. 

 

 Automatic web page creation for the events:  

When an event is created in a webpage is also automatically created. Then, the creator of the 

event can customize it. 

 

 Customizable event evaluation surveys: 

The manager of an event can perform a survey to assess the satisfaction of participants. 

 

 Automatic notifications:  

Participants can for example, receive an automatic email notification by email before the event.  

The creator of a conference will receive a notification when an abstract has been submitted, etc. 

 

 Registration management:  

Registrations in an event can be done online (given that the creator of this event allows it). 

 

 Online payment:  

An online payment module is available for conference creators who want to allow the payment of 

fees online (participation to the event, to the social events associated, etc.). 

 

 Room booking system:  
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InDiCo provides a module to manage room bookings, including time, conflicts solving, pre-bookings, 

etc. 

 

 Basic integrated support for equipment in a given room:  

When the creator or manager of an event books a videoconferencing room, there is the possibility 

to indicate an available videoconference system to use and also send a notification to ask for 

assistance in operating it. 

 

 Exportation of information in several formats as PDF, XML, RSS feeds, iCal, etc.:  

One has the possibility of exporting the timetable of a conference as an iCal. XML is used (among 

others) for the RSS feeds available in each category for awareness of the new events that appear in this 

category. It‟s also used to export information about various events (for example to display the list of 

events or its description on their own webpage).  

 

 Search Tool (through CDS12) 

2.3 InDiCo Architecture and Structure 

InDiCo is strongly based on the object-oriented paradigm. The main development platform is 

Python. Python is a dynamic object-oriented programming language, supporting multiple programming 

paradigms (functional programming, object oriented programming and imperative programming). It has 

an automatic garbage collector and a good exceptions management mechanism. It‟s very similar to Perl 

or Smalltalk languages. The Python syntax is simple and minimalist providing a large standard and 

extensive library. Python has been chosen for InDiCo for two main reasons: first, due to its generally 

good performances and second because new release versions of the language have a minimal impact on 

the project. 

The InDiCo database, ZODB, is object-oriented which is fully developed in Python, what allows a very 

good integration with the development programming language. It also deals with persistent objects. 

InDiCo is running on apache server platform using the mod python module (integrating Python into 

the HTTP server).  

InDiCo has been designed following three-layer architecture, as depicted in Figure 2.3.1. The 

architecture allows further extension of the system or even the redesign of one of the layers without 

affecting the remaining ones. 

 

                                                 
12 CERN Document Server (CDS, http://cdsweb.cern.ch/) is a repository that holds over 800,000 bibliographic 

records, including 360,000 full text documents for the High Energy Physics domain and related areas. 
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Figure 2.3.1 - InDiCo Three-layer Architecture. 

 

The interface layer provides the communication with the outside world: the Web for the users; the 

OAI interfaces (Open Archive Initiative) to communicate with other applications, etc. The business 

layer contains the core classes, used by the application logic. The system layer is responsible for data 

storage. It contains the ZODB database and the file and archives repository. 

2.4 Similar Frameworks 

There are many event management systems available in the world, but not so many with such a 

rich set of features as InDiCo presents. However, one that can be pointed out is Eventseer13. It‟s an 

event oriented system, much like InDiCo, but far from being so powerful in terms of conference 

lifecycle integration (it seems to contain only descriptive data about the events) and number of 

features.  

However, it has some concepts that InDiCo could adopt like namely a list of upcoming events or the 

capability of associating events with institutions.  

These particular features can solve some current problems of data consistency in InDiCo: for 

instance, users have an "affiliation" field, but are not explicitly linked to institutions; events have a 

"location" field, but are not associated with a particular institution (or geographical place). This 

                                                 
13 http://eventseer.net/ 
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situation breaks the effort to index events and people by geographical location, and to generate 

statistics about it.  

The InDiCo user interface complexity is another issue that needs attention. This is currently being 

addressed during the time this document has been written. The analysis of these aspects is not in the 

scope of this document. 

One can also find videoconferencing network management systems, provided by the main 

videoconference vendors, but in these cases the concept is rather different. These frameworks, even if 

provide meeting scheduling functionalities and comprehensive management solutions for voice and 

video collaborative communications they are tailored for system administrators, as they provide tools 

to efficiently manage and monitor the video network infrastructure, to ensure efficient bandwidth 

utilization, device  management and control, etc. These tools, for the obvious reasons described, don‟t 

cover the concept that this project is aimed to achieve since the base idea is user oriented in order to 

provide a user interface which decreases exponentially the number and kind of operational tasks 

needed.  

2.5 Collaborative Protocols 

2.5.1 H.323 protocol 

H.32314  is associated with complete hardware and software solutions providing high quality 

videoconferencing services at a corresponding price. 

H.323 consists in a communication standard produced by the ITU, specifying a great deal of 

information about the properties and components that interact within the environment. It specifies the 

pieces that combine to provide a complete communication service: 

 

 Terminal Endpoints: these are either PC software based or hardware stand alone devices. 

They are the endpoints of the communication lines (ex. Polycom or Tandberg endpoints). 

 Gatekeepers: these are the brains of the network. They provide services like addressing, 

identification, authorization, and bandwidth management. 

 Gateways: these serve as translators when connecting to a dissimilar environment (such as a 

PSTN network, for example). 

 MCU's (Multipoint Control Units): these allow multipoint conferencing, or communication 

between more than two parties at once (like a traditional conference call on a telephone). 

 

                                                 
14 H.323 has been initiated in late 1996, and aimed at the emerging area of multimedia communication over 

LAN's (local area networks). It is an outgrowth of the traditional H.320 technology but optimized instead for the 
Internet. 
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H.323 also describes protocol standards, permissible audio and video codecs, RAS (registration, 

admission, and status), call and control signaling and specifies a mandatory level of compliance and 

support for the above specifications for all terminals on the network. Examples of H.323 based video 

conferencing service used within CERN LHC community are HERMES15 and ECS (ESnet Collaborative 

Service) 16. HERMES service, based in Europe, currently relies on a Codian 40-port MCU (Multipoint 

Control Unit), similar to the ESnet ECS 88 service (described ahead). It enables high-quality 

conferences that can be managed with great flexibility.  ECS service, based in the US, relies on a 

Gatekeeper and 2 Codian MCUs, also providing a phone bridge. It currently offers two different quality 

level services: 

 

 85 service: Enhanced Video Quality, Full screen display, H.263, 30 fps, 384 kbps and above 

 88 service: Personal selection of display, highest quality, any bit rate, QuickTime and REAL 

stream viewing. 

Modern H.323 devices, being endpoints, MCUs or Gateways, usually support an external API system 

based on XML or XML-RPC protocol (described later in this document), allowing a set of operations to 

be done by third-party systems. These APIs are very interesting especially for institutions that have 

already a founded IT infrastructure. They allow the addition of the functionality of the corresponding 

systems to the existing infrastructure decreasing the several implications that this could have for 

operations, user interfaces, etc.  

 

2.5.2 SIP protocol 

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a signaling protocol used for establishing sessions in an IP 

network. A session can be a simple point-to-point telephone call or it could be a collaborative 

multimedia conference session. The ability to establish these sessions means that a host of innovative 

services become possible, such as voice-enriched e-commerce, web page click-to-dial, Instant 

Messaging with buddy lists, and IP based services.  

Over the last couple of years, the Voice over IP community has adopted SIP as its protocol of choice 

for signaling. SIP is an RFC standard (RFC 326117) from the Internet Engineering Task Force18 (IETF), the 

body responsible for administering and developing the mechanisms that comprise the Internet. SIP is 

still evolving and being extended as technology matures and SIP products are “socialized” in the 

marketplace.  

The IETF's philosophy is one of simplicity: specify only what you need to specify. SIP is very much of 

this mould; having been developed purely as a mechanism to establish sessions, it does not know about 

                                                 
15 HERMES is operated by CERN-IT-UDS together with IN2P3, CNRS and INSERM. 
16 Energy Sciences Network service (ECS ESnet) is based in Berkeley and funded by the United States 

Department of Energy Office of Science 
17 http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3261.txt?number=3261 
18 http://www.ietf.org/ 
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the details of a session, it just initiates, terminates and modifies sessions. This simplicity means that 

SIP scales, it is extensible, and it sits comfortably in different architectures and deployment scenarios. 

SIP is a request-response protocol that closely resembles two other Internet protocols, HTTP and 

SMTP (the protocols that power the World Wide Web and email); consequently, SIP sits comfortably 

alongside Internet applications. Using SIP, telephony becomes another web application and integrates 

easily into other Internet services. SIP is a simple toolkit that service providers can use to build 

converged voice and multimedia services. Modern videoconferencing endpoint devices that rely on 

H.323 protocol are increasingly supporting also SIP. The major disadvantage of SIP is the fact of being 

such a wide standard, highly flexible. It still leads in some cases to interoperability problems between 

the different vendors‟ implementations. This protocol even if referred in this document is not being 

directly used in this project for the use cases described, since all the devices that support SIP support 

also H.323. The implementation using H.323 is thought to be more robust and doesn‟t have the 

disadvantages of SIP mentioned before. 

 

2.5.3 XML- RPC protocol 

XML-RPC protocol consists in a set of implementations that allow software running on disparate 

operating systems and in different environments to make procedure calls over the Internet. 

It‟s a remote procedure calling scheme using HTTP as transport and XML as the encoding. XML-RPC is 

designed to be as simple as possible (the spec is about two pieces of paper), while allowing complex 

data structures to be transmitted processed and returned.  

Modern collaborative services (H.323/SIP based systems, PABXs, etc.) provide an external API that 

supports external requests normally based on XML-RPC, what turns easier any task of integration of 

these devices with third-party systems allowing for example, to get the system status, connect a client 

to a specific meeting, etc. 

In particular for Python language (as the main InDICo development platform) the XML-RPC 

implementation is available in the module xmlrpclib, since Python version 2.2. This module provides a 

standard set of classes and methods that allow XML-RPC clients and servers to be written. For the 

clients, in order to invoke a remote XML-RPC object, one creates a proxy object which forwards 

requests to the server using XML-RPC. The proxy object looks and feels like a regular Python object, so 

requests are simple function calls. It is also possible to implement XML-RPC servers. The most 

straightforward way is to write an instance with methods that do what one needs, and then register 

this instance. An example of a XML-RPC client is shown below: 

 
 import xmlrpclib 

 

 #Port 80 is the default 

 server = xmlrpclib.ServerProxy("http://time.somewhere.com") 

 

 TimeObj = server.currentTime 
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 currtime = TimeObj.getCurrentTime() 

 

 print currtime 

 print currtime.value 

 

Python also comes with SimpleXMLRPCServer, a module for implementing XML-RPC servers. You can 

register functions or instances with an instance of the SimpleXMLRPCServer class in the module of the 

same name, in order to expose XML-RPC services. 

2.6 Collaborative Systems 

2.6.1 EVO system 

EVO (Enabling Virtual Organizations) is a software based videoconferencing system developed by 

Caltech19, which aims to provide to the High Energy and Nuclear Physics experiments a service that 

meets the requirements of usability, quality, scalability, reliability, and cost necessary for nationally 

and globally distributed research organizations such as the High Energy Physics community. The EVO 

system based on a new distributed architecture, leverages on the 10+ years of experience of 

developing and operating the distributed production of its predecessor VRVS (Virtual Rooms 

Videoconferencing System). EVO has been officially released during June 2007 and includes an 

integrated user interface, a rich feature set, H.323 protocol integration, support and adaptability to all 

operating systems and an improved overall level of operational efficiency and robustness. 

 

 

Figure 2.6.1 - EVO End User Client (Koala). 

                                                 
19 http://www.caltech.edu 
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The Figure 2.6.1 shows the EVO JAVA client. The system is pure Java and it consists, among others, 

in two main components: a Java Web Start application client (that can be called remotely) supported 

in all the platforms and a backbone of Linux servers, responsible for audio, video and data intelligent 

streaming. 

Its video application (Fig. 2.6.2) supports H.263 as video protocol and for audio it uses G.711 16 

kHz. EVO provides a Java API for third-party system requests namely place and delete bookings, check 

the booking status or start meetings from an external application.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.6.2 - EVO Video Application. 

 

2.6.2 WebEx system 

WebEx system is a commercial collaborative system (provided by Cisco), that provides on-demand 

collaboration, online meeting, web conferencing and video conferencing services. The current desktop 

client is shown in Figure 2.6.3. It‟s a fully hosted application and generally consists in an ActiveX/Java-

based web client supported in all the platforms connected to a set of meeting centers across the world 

(connection that is transparent to the user).  

It started as a pure web conferencing application (desktop sharing only) but, as it became popular, 

other features have been added: in a first step pure telephony, then VoIP support and in the last years, 

MPEG-4 video. Ongoing developments for the integration of SIP protocol are underway. It provides a set 

of APIs for system integration, namely a URL-based API, a XML API and a TSP API. The URL-based API 

commands are powerful yet easy to implement. Depending on the level of requirements for 

integration, implementation can take place quickly by implementing these API commands. The URL-

based API is appropriately named, as it is fundamentally based in API calls embedded in URLs or links 

and as such requires the use of a browser. These links can send (or "push") information to WebEx, e.g. 

creating a user, creating a meeting, updating a meeting, deleting a meeting, etc. These links cannot be 
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used to retrieve information from WebEx like a list of users, or a list of meetings for a particular date. 

This type of "pulling" of information can be accomplished using the XML API. The XML API commands 

are also very powerful but more is required to implement them. The XML API, though it can also use 

the links method, is not limited to use with a browser. This API is fully portable to many different 

implementation types, including to an EXE (executable). The XML API links can not only push 

information to WebEx, as mentioned before, they can also pull information, e.g. generate a list of 

users in order to check before creating a new one, retrieving a list of meetings scheduled for a specific 

time frame so that perhaps the hosts may be notified with service affecting information. 

 

 

Figure 2.6.3 – WebEx Web Client. 

 

The TSP API is the newest WebEx API offering and is specifically targeted at the Telco partners. 

With this new API, Telcos are able them to integrate their telephony with the WebEx meeting features 

allowing their customers to maintain their custom telephony PIDs, PINs, etc. or yet still access the 

WebEx service. 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Chapter 3 

Analysis 

This section intends to give some details about the analysis that led to the approach to solve the 

problem. It is followed by the description of some of the use cases identified to be implemented. The 

main requirements defined for this module are also formalized and presented. Finally, it is shown a 

context of usage, from the user point of view, to better illustrate the overall functionality of the 

system.  

3.1 Approach 

 

In order to address the complexity of situations as the ones described in 2.6, there is the need of 

analyzing the current situation of the collaborative systems currently in the market, its tendencies and 

directions. Analyzing different literature provided by Wainhouse Research20 and also current common 

operation experience, there is a strong belief currently in this domain that will be very difficult to 

converge to one single collaborative system worldwide both in Industry and Research, as future trends 

should be to have a multitude of solutions. This is due to a variety of reasons, such as: multiplicity of 

available systems, multiplicity of entities managing different converged networks, multiplicity of IT 

policies within the institutes and companies, historic reasons, etc.. These aspects lead to different 

setups and procedures. One also notes that to reduce the complexity of operation and system 

management, the provision of a customization and integration layer is needed, as depicted in Figure 

3.1.1. One way of providing this layer is by in-house development.   
 

                                                 
20 Wainhouse Research is a consulting firm that analyzes the market trends, technologies/products, vendors, 

applications, and related services in the real-time unified communications domain. 
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Figure 3.1.1 - Customization and Integration Layer. 

 

 

This layer should address different issues: to reduce the complexity and the number the user 

operations to start a multisystem collaboration session, to automate and gather all the relevant 

information, to create a level of customization where IT administrators can easily find information to 

manage or debug the collaborative systems, or technical problems in collaborative sessions, etc. 

However, at the same time, this layer needs to provide architecture as flexible as possible, since in a 

domain where technology is rapidly evolving and changing, the possibility of adding or removing 

modular functionalities and modify or add support of the underlying collaborative systems in an easy 

way, providing a high scalability, is, therefore, critical. 

By analyzing the market, one can easily observe that the system vendors are aware that the third-

party integration of their systems is important. The proof is that the great majority of systems provide 

Integration APIs21 to allow the easy integration of the system in an existing IT infrastructure within a 

Organization. For all these reasons the approach chosen for this project relies on building a Layer on 

top of a system API Layer. This layer should be as much integrated with the current infrastructure as it 

can be, for obvious reasons, among them: gets easily architected (as there is up to some extent a 

knowledge reuse); the user interface can be more familiar to the users as there is an enforced 

standardization, the long-term maintenance of the system can be simplified as normally the 

infrastructure is already providing it, etc. If one analyses the current operations (see 1.3), one can 

easily conclude that in this case, InDiCo is a very strong and natural candidate to provide this layer, 

since it can be seen in some way an extension of the activities and event management functionalities 

that it already provides. Based on the essence of InDiCo, this construction will also allow a modular 

architecture, fulfilling a critical requirement, as one API implementation will not affect the 

functionality of others. In the mid-term requirements may have to change and the support of new or 

additional systems might be needed (e. g. Microsoft OCS22). 

                                                 
21 An application programming interface (API) is a set of declarations of the functions (or procedures) that an 

operating system, library or service provides to support requests made by external software. 
22 Microsoft Office Communications Server (OCS), is an enterprise real-time communications server, providing 

the unified infrastructure to allow instant messaging, presence, audio and videoconferencing and web 
conferencing functionalities. 
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The vast majority of systems offer APIs based in XML, in particular using XML-RPC protocol (see 

2.5.3). 

3.2 Use Cases 

In this section, some example use cases are presented which are intended to be supported by the 

module to be specified. One should note that with a scalable API approach many other use cases could 

have been presented. The ones present were chosen based on the current practical needs of priority 

and operational and user support.  

As an initial approach, we will consider only the InDiCo meeting events, as these are the ones that 

need more often the use of collaborative tools and technologies. After a first implementation version 

of the module, possibly followed by a period of optimization, the same approach can be extended to 

lecture and conference events. 

When defining use cases, one needs to define actors. As a matter of fact, the actor role is already 

defined: the InDiCo event Chairman. As mentioned before (see 2.1), he is the responsible for the event 

so the operation of the module will rely on him. Later on, one can also decide to define another actor 

that would be the event Manager. This would imply that the Chairman would give the right to operate 

the module (as this affects the settings of the event). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2.1 – Diagram with some of the use cases. 
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The Figure 3.2.1 depicts a general use case diagram with the interaction between use cases and 

actor. One should note that this is a sample set of use cases. Other could be added. In the following 

sections, some use cases are also analyzed. Each one of them describes the interactions between the 

actor and the system, giving some details by describing the sequence of actions. The sequence 

diagrams are a graphical description of the use cases, describing the actions in the order in which they 

will occur. The arrows represent the messages exchanged between the actors represented on top of 

the diagrams. 

   

3.2.1 H.323/SIP Systems 

The use cases described in this section are significantly important, because of the priority of 

implementation, as they cover the industry de facto standards for videoconferencing. One presents two 

examples to illustrate these use cases. First: a Chairman wants to start/join a collaborative meeting 

using a H.323 room endpoint. When it registers his meeting in InDiCo, he books also a 

videoconferencing room for the purpose. InDiCo will obtain the information of which terminal endpoint 

the user wants to connect at the time of the meeting. This information is provided by the user or it is 

already in the system. InDiCo will then present the user with a software connection button. 

 

 Use case: Start Room Endpoint (Figure 3.2.2) 

 Preconditions: The Chairman must be logged in the system. The Chairman already selected the 

meeting. The Chairman is already browsing the webpage of the Administrative Area of the meeting, 

Remote Collaboration tab, “VC Room Endpoint” selected. The Chairman already indicated the VC 

endpoint IP address (by having booked a VC room or indicating it in the IP address field) 

 Normal Flow: 1. The Chairman confirms the action. 2. The system saves the choice and displays 

the current status. 3. Use case ends. 

 Alternate Flow: If the Chairman doesn‟t confirm his action use case ends. 
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Figure 3.2.2 – Sequence diagram: Starting a Room Endpoint. 

 

Another example: setting up a collaborative session in an ad-hoc MCU. In this case, the Chairman of 

the event will be able to specify an ad-hoc code for a MCU to be used. When the time of the meeting 

comes, the Chairman will be able to start manually the meeting by pushing one software button (later 

on, one can forecast that the session can also start automatically). If the chairman specified the IP 

addresses of the remaining remote participants, they will also be automatically connected to the 

meeting. 

 

 Use case: Start MCU Meeting (Figure 3.2.3) 

 Preconditions: The Chairman must be logged in. The Chairman already selected the meeting.  

The Chairman is already browsing the webpage of the Administrative Area of the meeting, Remote 

Collaboration tab, “MCU System” selected. The Chairman already indicated the MCU IP address from a 

list (if not using the one provided by default), VC endpoint IP address (by having booked a VC room or 

indicating it in the IP address field) and alternatively, the remote participants IP addresses.   

 Normal Flow: 1. The Chairman confirms the action. 2. The system saves the choice and displays 

the current status. 3. Use case ends. 

 Alternate Flow: If the Chairman doesn‟t confirm his action use case ends. 
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Figure 3.2.3 - Sequence diagram: Starting a MCU meeting. 

 

3.2.2 EVO System 

For this use case, the user will use EVO to hold his distributed remote meeting. In this case, the 

Chairman in order to start the meeting has to combine both uses cases of “Book EVO Meeting” and 

“Start EVO Meeting” (one can use only the second one, provided that the booking was already done). 

Example: After the meeting being created in InDiCo, the Chairman will book an EVO meeting and be 

able to start it through InDiCo.  

 

 Use case: Start EVO Meeting (Figure 3.2.4) 

 Preconditions: The Chairman must be logged in. The Chairman already selected the meeting. 

The Chairman is already browsing the webpage of the Administrative Area of the meeting, Remote 

Collaboration tab, “EVO System” selected. The Chairman already indicated the VC endpoint IP address 

(by having booked a VC room or indicating it in the IP address field), type (PC or H.323 device) and his 

EVO user ID and Password.  

 Normal Flow: 1. The Chairman confirms the action. 2. The system stores the choices and 

displays the current status. 3. Use case ends. 

 Alternate Flow 1: If the Chairman doesn‟t confirm his action of booking the meeting use case 

ends. 
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 Alternate Flow 2: if the Chairman doesn‟t‟ confirm the action to start the meeting, use case 

ends. 

 

 

Figure 3.2.4 – Sequence diagram: Booking and Starting a EVO meeting. 

 

Alternatively, if the type of device is not specified at the time of the booking the system will try to 

use the local PC terminal settings (where the meeting is effectively started), if they exist. 

 

3.2.3 PABXs and WebEx Systems 

This section describes two additional use cases for later implementation. The ones immediately 

foreseen are the common institutional PABXs systems and the WebEx platform. PABX systems are 

telephone exchange systems that serve a business or institution. Current trends are of having PABXs 

supporting VoIP systems and providing web Interfaces and System APIs to access their main functions. 

 

 PABXs Use Case 

InDiCo will have a similar behavior as for use cases described earlier; Through InDiCo the Chairman 

will be able to get a reservation code in the PABX system being then able to start the meeting. 

 

 Use case: Start PABX Meeting (Figure 3.2.5) 

 Preconditions: The Chairman must be logged in. The Chairman already selected the meeting. 
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The Chairman is already browsing the webpage of the Administrative Area of the meeting, Remote 

Collaboration tab, “PABX System” selected. The Chairman already indicated the endpoint address (by 

having booked a VC room or indicating it in the IP address field), type (H.323 device with phone 

capability or soft phone or normal telephone terminal) and his PABX user ID and Password. 

 

 

Figure 3.2.5 – Sequence diagram: Starting a PABX meeting. 

 

 Normal Flow: 1. The Chairman confirms the action. 2. The system stores the choices and 

displays the current status. 3. Use case ends. 

 Alternate Flow 1: If the Chairman doesn‟t confirm his action use case ends. 

 

 

 WebEx Use Case 

In this case, the Chairman will use InDiCo to specify that his meeting is using WebEx. Similarly as in 

the cases before, InDiCo will be provided with the endpoint type and location and connect it to the 

WebEx platform. 

 

 Use case: Start WebEx Meeting (Figure 3.2.6) 

 Preconditions: The Chairman must be logged in. The Chairman already selected the meeting.  
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The Chairman is already browsing the webpage of the Administrative Area of the meeting, Remote 

Collaboration tab, “WebEx System” selected. The Chairman already indicated the endpoint IP address 

(by having booked a VC room or indicating it in the IP address field) and type (H.323 device with phone 

capability, or normal telephone endpoint) and his EVO user ID and Password. Alternatively, more 

additional phone numbers of remote participants can also be provided. 

 

 

Figure 3.2.6 - Sequence diagram: Starting a WebEx meeting. 

 

 

 Normal Flow: 1. The Chairman confirms the action. 2. The system stores the choices and  

displays the current status. 3. Use case ends. 

 Alternate Flow 1: If the Chairman doesn‟t confirm his action use case ends. 

 

3.2.4 Mixed Distributed Meetings 

In the event that there is a remote meeting with a mixed set of collaborative systems, this use case 

is a combination of the use cases specified before. One common case would be for instance, the 

combination of an H.323 MCU meeting with an EVO meeting (due to bandwidth restrictions, for 

example EVO Desktop clients have advantages in connecting in low bandwidth locations what is not the 

case for H.323 devices). 
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 Use Case: Combination of Start EVO Meeting with Start MCU Meeting (Figure 3.2.7) 

 Preconditions: The Chairman must be logged in. The Chairman already selected the meeting. 

The Chairman is already browsing the webpage of the Administrative Area of the meeting, 

Remote Collaboration tab, “MCU System” selected. The Chairman already indicated the MCU IP address 

from a list (if not the using the one by default), VC endpoint IP address (by having booked a VC room or 

indicating it in the IP address field) and alternatively, the remote participants IP addresses. The 

Chairman also indicated that he is bridging the meeting with another system (EVO in this case). 

 

 

Figure 3.2.7 - Sequence diagram: Example of a mixed meeting. 

 

 Normal Flow: 1. The Chairman confirms the action. 2. The system stores the choices and  

displays the current status. 3. Use case ends. 

 Alternate Flow 1: If the Chairman doesn‟t confirm his action use case ends. 

3.3 Requirements Definition 

The requirements for this project were identified. The main one is obviously to unify the most 

current cases of remote collaboration; some of them have been formalized in section 3.2.  

Other requirements are identified as follows:  

 Module to be fully integrated in the InDiCo framework  
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 To rely in a modular architecture where APIs for a given system can be added or removed 

without affecting the functionality of each other. 

 To support the connectivity of H.323 devices directly and via an MCU 

 To support EVO bookings and EVO connections. 

 To be cross platform (requirement fulfilled by the integration on the InDiCo web framework) 

 

Due to both technology availability and time constraints, the following requirements are also 

defined, but the implementation is to be done at a later stage: 

 To support the connection of  traditional large organization PABX systems 

 To support of WebEx connections 

 

In a third phase, one also identifies some additional requirements: 

 To support the connectivity of 3G devices 

 Add a degree of intelligence to the system, in order to be able to take decisions in whom to 

connect and in which conditions. 

3.4 Context of usage 

The schema in Figure 3.4.1 depicts the general user context of the module and the relations 

between components and scenarios, as the final goal of the project. The cases gathered are only a 

sample of cases. These are the ones that the system is intended to fulfill in the mid-term. As the 

technology and user requirements rapidly evolve one should note that the presented cases can be 

modified or even removed, as new ones can become important to implement (for instance the addition 

of the support of Microsoft OCS). OCS is particularly interesting as it presents already a “unifying” in 

itself architecture being able to integrate several collaborative technologies from instant messaging to 

phone.   

All these aspects emphasize the importance of having a modular architecture for this InDiCo 

subsystem, where functionality can be added or removed without affecting the entire structure. 

As of functionality, using the provided interface, the module is supposed to contact any of the 

systems depicted (being an H.323 terminal, EVO client, etc.) through its respective API in order to 

connect to it get the relevant information (meetings, users, system status, etc.). This information is 

then used to connect users to the respective InDiCo managed event. 
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Figure 3.4.1 - General Context of Usage. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Chapter 4 

Implementation 

This section, describes the approach adoptedfor developing the proposed system, the work 

conducted and the (preliminary) results obtained. In a first step, the architecture specified for the 

module is presented, taking into account the set of requirements defined earlier. This is followed by 

some details regarding the operations of and the first prototype implementation available. The 

problem that one has to address has been clearly identified: to reduce complexity of users when 

setting up remote distributed sessions by unifying the user operations under a single interface. The 

interface chosen is embedded in InDiCo, as InDiCo already provides many of the functionalities 

regarding the management of events. The first prototype developed covers the H.323 use case (see 

3.2.1). Before directly implementing this use case, there was the need of developing a common 

interface embedded in the InDiCo management area. This interface is presented in InDiCo as a new tab 

labelled “Remote Collaboration”. This sub interface was developed in a way that can gather all the API 

implementations, ongoing APIs and future ones that might turn relevant. This allows gathering all the 

common functionality in a modular approach not only in a functional perspective but also in a user 

perspective. 

The implementation of the H.323 use case was done using the XML-RPC protocol, namely, its 

Python implementation (xmlrpclib). 

The full implementation of this use case will allow the user to quickly setup a meeting with an 

H.323 device in a H.323 MCU, without the need of distributing IP addresses, access codes and other 

relevant connectivity information among the participants of the remote distributed session.  

The second use case defined (see 3.2.2) is currently being developed using the JAVA EVO API 

provided by the EVO system. This API will allow the possibility of adding the basic functionality of 

booking and starting an EVO meeting from the InDiCo “Remote Collaboration” interface.  
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4.1 Proposed Module Architecture 

The module architecture specified follows and basically fulfills two of the main requirements 

defined: to be fully integrated in InDiCo structure and to be the most flexible and scalable possible in 

terms of modular functionality. The Figure 4.4.1 depicts the InDiCo core structure. 

 

 

Figure 4.1.1 - InDiCo Core Structure. 
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The several components of this architecture are explained later in this document (see 4.2). In order 

to satisfy the first requirement just mentioned, the same flux of information approach of InDicCo was 

followed and used as base for the plug-in module (described in the next section). This was done in 

order to facilitate and to maximize the integration of the module in the InDiCo structure.  

In order to address the second one, the module has been defined has a plug-in. To define the 

module as a plug-in has some direct advantages. It allows activating on administrator request the 

whole module in an InDiCo instance. It also offers a deeper modular granularity, as it additionally gives 

the possibility of customizing the activation of the underlying supported actions without affecting any 

functionality of the core system. For instance, within an Organization, one may want to activate only 

the ability of booking and connecting to EVO sessions but it is not interested in being able to start 

generic MCU sessions. As an example, the Figure 4.4.1.2 depicts the prototype interface embedded in 

InDiCo management area, showing two out of three of these possibilities active. 

 

 

Figure 4.1.2 - Prototype showing different systems, to book or use. 

 

It is also foreseen that one will have the option of installing this plug-in, at InDiCo installation time 

(the advantage of a plug-in is exactly to be installed when needed).  This will be possible by adding 

information about existence of this module to the XML configuration file used for InDiCo installation 

(config.xml). This XML configuration file gathers all the relevant information regarding the installation 

of InDiCo. For this particular case, it will keep relevant data about module (options, flags to enable the 

module in different type of events, system IP addresses and DNS, system passwords, etc). All these 

parameters will then be defined and configured at installation time. This brings concrete advantages 

otherwise as the underlying systems can very easily change for instance a server IP address or DNS 

name, one would be force to make this modifications directly in the source code.  
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4.2 Module Operations 

The module has been defined as a plug-in. As mentioned before, the module has the same request 

procedures of the InDiCo architecture for the reasons already explained (see 4.1). In the diagram in 

Figure 4.2.1, the operations based in the data flow of the module can support are depicted in the 

figure below (Figure 4.2.1).  

 

 

Figure 4.2.1 - Data Flow of the Module. 
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The files in htdocs in InDiCo core structure, contain functions called by the browser when a user 

makes a request (webpage or performs an action). These functions make a redirection to the functions 

contained in the request handler classes. An example of an htdocs file is depicted in Figure 4.2.2. 

 

 

Figure 4.2.2 - Example of an htdocs file. 

 

The files in the request handler (RH) are used when the user performs an action, in order to handle 

the request and call the functions of the core classes needed to execute the action. Figure 4.2.3 

depicts an example of a request handler file. 
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Figure 4.2.3 – Example of an RH file. 

 

The core classes are the persistent part of the application. They contain the functions that let the 

program run, being its kernel as they contain the persistent objects and functions. An example of a 

core class can be seen in Figure 4.2.4. 
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Figure 4.2.4 - Example of a Core Class. 

 

We then have the interface classes. The interface classes are responsible for building the HTML 

answer to the HTTP request. To build this answer, they can either contain directly HTML code or 

communicate with the HTML templates by providing variables to a template or receiving data when a 

user performs an action. 

In practice, these classes build the front-end of the application. The template files are HTML that 

creates the structure of the pages. They receive and provide data (via the use of variables) from/to the 

interface classes. An example of a template file is shown in Figure 4.2.5. 
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Figure 4.2.5 - Example of a Template file. 

4.3 Prototype 

The implemented prototype is basically gathering three different parts of development: the user 

interface embedded in the InDiCo Management Area (the “Remote Collaborations” tab), the allocation 

interface for the use case implemented (currently the H.323 use case only) that actually creates the 

booking, the interface that gathers the external system information and gives the user the possibility 

to start a meeting and the underlying functionality of contacting the XML-RPC API available in an H.323 

generic MCU, in this case, used by the these last two aforementioned interfaces. 

The interface embedded in InDiCo Management Area (Figure 4.4.1.2) follows the structure of InDiCo 

core code. The InDiCo code is strongly based in the inheritance paradigm present in Object-Oriented 

languages, as Python. Using this paradigm, the classes that build this sub interface (see interface 

classes in 4.2) inherit the common state and behavior of InDiCo core classes. These classes both define 

web pages that can define the whole interface or Web components that define only parts of it. This 

allows reconstructing the user interface flexibly focusing only on the parts needed to be changed. This 

interface will be the main one for this module. It has two main roles: giving the user the ability of 

choosing the remote collaborative system to be used (from a pop-up list of supported or/and activated 

systems) and, at the same time, displaying the status of bookings or reservations already done for the 

current event. This is achieved by displaying the main parameters such as time of the booking, name 

and type of system used. This information status provides also a link to the respective interface to 

connect to the meeting. 

The interface to create the booking is displayed once the user clicks on “Create Booking” just after 

choosing the system to use. Currently only the H.323 use case interface is available (Figure 4.3.1). This 

interface allows the user to choose the time and date for the meeting and title for the booking (by 

default the same as the one of the InDiCo event in question). 
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Figure 4.3.1 - Prototype user interface for the H323 use case to enter the data to connect. 

 

The H.323 use case prototype is able to start and display the status of the connection to a generic 

MCU used at CERN (based at a collaborator institute, IN2P3 in France). To gather the information from 

the MCU, the module uses the xmlrpclib module provided by Python to connect as a client to the XML-

RPC server accessible via the XML-RPC API of the MCU hardware unit. 

XML-RPC it is a simple specification for remote procedure calls (RPC) that uses HTTP as the 

transport protocol and an XML vocabulary as the message payload. Using XML-RPC clients in Python can 

be very straightforward, since the Python module xmlrpclib has all the needed machinery. A typical 

Python function for the creation of a meeting in an MCU using Python xmlrpclib module would be: 

 

import xmlrpclib 

def CreateConference(name, start, end, pin): 

 serverProxy = xmlrpclib.ServerProxy("http://serverhostname/") 

 serverUser = "user" 

 serverPasswd =  “passwd” 

 startDateTime  

  durationSeconds 

 if (pin == None): pin = "" 

 else: pin = str(pin) 

return serverProxy.conference.create(startDateTime, durationSeconds, name, pin, serverUser, 

serverPassword) 
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As one can see, the server is proxied and set up by initializing an instance of the ServerProxy class. 

One has to pass in the full URL of the remote server (including the URL scheme "http://"). Port 80 is 

the default. 

In this particular case, this approach to create or destroy a conference was not exactly followed 

although the functionality remains the same. The practical reason for this is the fact that the generic 

MCU in question is also accessed by other third-party applications. For this reason, the module instead 

of contacting directly the MCU XML-RPC server contacts a custom Web Service that manages all the 

calls to the XML-RPC server. In this way, one avoids that the data about creation or destruction of a 

conference in the MCU is disrupted or becomes unreliable, since the custom Web Service is aware of all 

the actions of conference creation or conference destruction. For simple system query or conference 

status queries, the direct XML-RPC server approach can be used.  

This interface needs still several improvements and refinements. A main feature missing is the 

ability to specify a different user endpoint that the one set by default (the one present in the physical 

location of the meeting). Another feature missing is the possibility to allow the specification of 

external participant‟s endpoints. This would allow at the following stage, to connect not only the user 

but also other participants. These refinements are seen as crucial to increase the usefulness of the 

interface when in production. 

Once all the relevant data is submitted (IP address, meeting PIN, date, time, length, etc.), InDiCo 

stores this information in its Object Oriented database. When the user connects the meeting, different 

information is retrieved like several data parameters, status data and a video stream from the meeting 

(if the streaming is enabled for the meeting). Figure 4.3.2 depicts the prototype interface to connect 

to the meeting. 

 

 

Figure 4.3.2 – Prototype interface to connect to the meeting. 
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Similarly, as in the case described before, this interface also needs refining. Apart from minor 

rearrangements of the display status, it is probably convenient to remove the video streaming content 

from the embedded Web page placing it in a separate window being a Real Player window (the option 

of starting the streaming would always be present whenever the interface is displayed). This allows the 

general InDiCo interface to be freed up for other tasks related to the management of the conference. 

One can also think, at a later stage, to implement the API commands to manipulate the video layout 

transmitted to the participants. In a MCU system, it is possible to manipulate the video layout having 

several possibilities: voice switched allows the video layout to change in function of the participant 

that speaks in a given moment (giving the floor to this current speaker), time switched that specifies a 

timer to switch the layout between the videos of the participants (by giving the floor to one participant 

at the time), all videos shown in small widgets, four participant vides plus speaker video, five 

participant videos plus speaker video, etc. The implementation of these commands will then allow the 

Chairman to modify and adapt the video layout that is transmitted to the participants through InDiCo. 

Another improvement foreseen is the ability of enumerating participants in real-time, meaning that the 

status of anyone that joins or leaves the meeting can be displayed. Since the addition of these 

functionalities would emphasize the importance of the data interchange, one possibility can be as well 

having this interface using the Python JSON23 libraries, which implementation could be ideal for this 

kind of dynamic data displaying, avoid page reloading. 

These are only some examples of improvements or modifications currently ongoing. The potential 

of an MCU API [7] is high and allows the provision of several features. There are certainly other minor 

features or modifications that will arise once the module is tested in production and the user feedback 

is received.  

4.4 Ongoing and Future Work 

There are several tasks that will follow on this first prototype. One of the main ones would be to 

reach a final state of the use case described before, not only by making the several interface 

optimizations already mentioned but also by implementing the possibility of connection with simple 

H.323 endpoints (in addition to the H.323 MCUs). This would be achieved by using the same approach, 

developing another interface accessible by the pop-up list in the “Remote Collaboration” tab and by 

providing a similar connectivity interface and underlying connectivity approach based in XML calls.   

A second step would be to make the same kind of implementation for the remaining use cases, 

based on its priority (this priority is defined among others, in function of the user needs).  

From these uses cases, the EVO system use case is already in ongoing development as it assumes a 

relatively high priority and importance, mainly for the LHC user community. This use case presents 

                                                 
23 http://www.json.org 
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essentially the same philosophy of the implementation presented in 4.3, especially in what concerns 

the meeting creation interface design and development. This interface will only differ in the type of 

some of the parameters to be submitted or displayed. However, the underlying API functionality is 

rather different as it is based in a JAVA API instead of XML.  

This API allows placing bookings in EVO system and retrieving the relevant information concerning 

the booking submitted. It also provides the functionality of creating and generating a Java Web Start 

(JWS) link that allows direct access to the relevant meeting. This direct link will allow the EVO client 

to be automatically started and the meeting to be directly accessed without the need of 

authentication. The relevant information needed to connect is passed as parameters of this JWS link.   

As a requirement this API will need the Java Virtual Machine (as all Java software) installed in the 

server where the InDiCo instance is running, in order to work properly. 

After having a pool of use cases implemented, one could then pass to the next step that would be 

the optimization of the module. Part of this optimization for example is certainly adding an option in 

which the user could setup InDiCo to start the meeting automatically at a given time. This is seen as a 

starting point to provide the system with a certain degree of intelligence. 

One expects at a stage where this two use cases aforementioned are fully implemented, that the 

user will already feel the comfort and the utility of having InDiCo providing inside its event 

management mechanism, a unifying interface both to book and start its remote distributed sessions 

related to the managed event. The implementation of additional use cases as the WebEx system, 

traditional institutional PABXs, and specially the ability of mixing systems in the same distributed 

session (see 3.2) will certainly reinforce even more the utility of the module and turn its usage even 

more solid. 

At a later phase, after some period of maturity of the implementations described, one can forecast 

also the integration of the 3G platform.  

As a first approach, this task would be implemented by being able to use and contact a 3G 

gateway. The Figure 4.4.1 shows a recent model of a 3G Gateway provided by Tandberg24. 

 

 

Figure 4.4.1 - Example of a 3G gateway from Tandberg. 

 

A 3G gateway is a network element that connects 3G and IP networks, allowing calls between 3G 

phones and IP based videoconferencing equipments. It supports industry standard protocols including 

                                                 
24 http://www.tandberg.com 
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ISUP25 or PRI26 interfaces and interoperates with all 3G handsets and terminals. There are some models 

already in the market provided mainly by Tandberg and DyLogic and more certainly are to come. The 

approach chosen would include the same strategy as in other use cases: be able to contact the a 3G 

gateway API and exchange the information needed to connect to the conference, get system status, 

negotiate the content sent to 3G endpoints, etc. By making a summary analysis to the market in this 

domain, it seems there were still no standard APIs (XML or more generally Web Services based) for 

these devices. Even if it is probably a question of time until they appear as these devices increase in 

popularity, some gateways provide already support for a set of commands based on Telnet, for 

example. These commands are generally divided into different groups: System Configuration 

Commands, General 3G Gateway Commands, System Status, Debug and Special Commands. 

The System Configuration commands allow manipulating the configuration of the gateway system. 

For example, configure direct or via H.323 Gatekeeper calling and set the Gatekeeper parameters.  

The General 3G gateway commands allow to manipulate system wide options like define an 

external management tool for the gateway or set an NTP server for example. The system status 

commands allow getting information about the current status, like Dial Plan in current use, hard disk 

state, Ethernet interfaces, etc.  

The debug commands enable real time logs for several protocols, namely H323, SIP, H.221, 

H.234m, RTSP, etc. activities. The Special commands allow a more operational activity like 

disconnecting calls based on session or terminals identification. 

 One immediate approach could be about constructing a simple custom Web Services API that could 

parse and combine these commands in order to give the possibility to contact the gateway by an 

external system (InDiCo in this case) and get several types of information (e .g type of devices 

connected, their capabilities, etc.). This custom API would give the flexibility of customizing the 

functionalities in function of the defined needs, for example setting as a requirement the ability to 

negotiate the content to transmit to an endpoint based on the analysis of the acquired information of 

an endpoint terminal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
25 ISDN User Part or ISUP is part of the Signaling System #7 which is used to set up telephone calls in Public 

Switched Telephone Networks 
26 The primary rate interface (PRI) is a telecommunications standard for carrying multiple DS0 voice and data 

transmissions between two physical locations. 



 
 

 

Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

The goal of the project was to specify a “Unified Communications” module for InDiCo. The project 

started by performing a formal analysis of the user needs, with the identification of specific use cases 

and correspondent user requirements. Having thus obtained a clear characterisation of the problem, it 

was then possible to obtain a functional specification of the system and to select the appropriate 

technical approach for its implementation. In terms of implementation, a part of the module has been 

implemented that reflects one of the use cases described. The general outcome of this project is a tool 

that hopefully will make life of meeting organizers easier by gathering and automating the operations 

when setting up collaborative systems for remotely dispersed meetings. Due to its innovative approach 

for the architecture, it can be added with several functionalities very easily and rapidly without 

affecting the present ones. The module is well integrated in the existing InDiCo Web application.  

Most of the time in this project has been dedicated to the analysis and architecture formalization 

work. This part it is seen as the most important of such a project, as others can always continue the 

implementation, provided that the design and documentation are clear and well done. 

In a personal point of view, this project brings me a lot of benefits. At CERN, one is currently in a 

phase of creating a Collaborative Service that had already took several steps like refurbishing and 

standardizing the current CERN videoconferencing infrastructure or setting up a set of tools for 

monitoring and automating the most of systems within the service. These tasks are being followed by 

the current scope of this project. Due my current position, it is also very useful to get an in-depth 

knowledge about all the main collaborative technologies available in the market, the future trends and 

directions. It is very important as well to get a better and better knowledge of InDiCo framework (even 

not being the direct responsible), in order to optimize the synergies of integrating videoconferencing 

(more generally collaborative tools) and InDiCo. Another very positive aspect is the fact that since the 

working group where I‟m on is purely operations (with a background research work to improve the 

support of the service operations), this project made me also have a more detailed view and 

understanding of how these operations can be improved or optimized. It gave me also the opportunity 

to rediscover Python as a very interesting language with a very different philosophy from the most 
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common languages like C++ or Java. Working in a multinational and multilingual environment is also 

something that brings me a lot of benefits for all the years I have been at CERN being my understanding 

that it will continue to do it.  

As always in the case of complex projects, this project is very far from being closed, in fact, it is 

just in the first steps. The major next step is to implement the next use cases defined in this document 

in order to get a broader spectrum of the performance of the application. Since the type of tasks of 

this project are not purely software but strongly rely also in expensive hardware like MCUs, Endpoints 

Terminals, PABXs, etc. one found some difficulties in having the collaborative systems relevant for this 

application available for testing and development within the defined timing. This can explain some of 

delays in the implementation phase.  

Another challenge is InDiCo core development. The system has already lots of features and a quite 

complex architecture of files and classes. Some major changes are currently taking place, such as 

complete review of the user interface and internationalisation of the tool in several languages. Figure 

5.1 shows the InDiCo front page with the new user interface (only available on InDiCo development 

version). 

 

 

Figure 5.1 – New InDiCo interface, currently in development. 

 

Even if it‟s not an easy task to understand how InDiCo works in a first approach, is very important 

to keep the know-how up-to-date in order to leverage this acquired knowledge and be able to adapt 

the module according with the announced major changes. In what concerns the development 

technologies, one can always think that other platforms than Python could be more attractive for such 
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architecture. In this project, this was not an issue due to the fact that InDiCO is fully implemented in 

Python and the main requirement is to integrate this module in the existing InDiCo architecture. So 

even if the overall architecture can be complicated to understand for future developers, it pays off as 

the overall system becomes a more efficient as an integrated solution, leveraging for instance the need 

of a middleware layer. 

Another task that one can also easily foresee is a close monitoring of the module activity once in 

production and analyse how it can be optimized based on this feedback information in addition to the 

user feedback. 

A second major and challenging step will be the addition of intelligence to the system in order for 

example to have the option of starting a given meeting automatically without user intervention or to 

actually allow the service to make decisions especially in what concerns the possible support of the 3G 

platform. This last point will imply a follow up study and clear understanding of how to specify the 

support of 3G Gateways in the module inside the existing architecture.  

Finally and resuming all the work done up to now, it is expected that even with all the time and 

systems availability constraints, a pre-production version with the major use cases defined can be 

ready to be tested in the next following weeks/months. It‟s also expected that this report can 

contribute as future reference documentation for the work still to be accomplished.  
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